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aining employee buy-in for a

healthcare organizations compliance

program is essential to the program’s

success.  Motivating each employee to

assume personal ownership for a hospital-

wide compliance plan begins with changing

the perception of compliance from a

mandatory organizational project to a guide

for personal accountability for the accuracy

and completeness of each person’s work.

The process  starts with patient

registration/patient access, continues

through charge capture, and finishes with

patient accounting.  Each step contributes

to the goal of accurate and compliant patient

billing.

The following suggestions and questions

are intended to help patient financial

services professional accountability on the

part of all employees.

Patient registration/patient access. Do all

employees understand they are responsible

for the integrity of patients’ demographic

data, which are used throughout the

organization?  Has cross-training occurred

to ensure the patient access-staff

understand where the information goes,

who is using it, and what happens when a

claim is denied?  Implementing a quarterly

integrity audit based on rejections identified

by patient accounting reduces rework and

increases productivity by attacking errors

where they are found.  Auditing teams

composed of staff representing both patient

accounting and patient access also are

highly successful.

All patient financial services areas will

benefit if employees receive cross-training,

understand the flow of patient information

throughout the organization and who uses

such information, and know payer

requirements.  Employee education in these

areas would enhance their skills.  Ongoing

education about claim errors and prevention

of repeat errors is key to effective denial

management.

Department-specific audits. Each revenue-

generating department should conduct

monthly audits to ensure that changes are

accurate and can be matched to appropriate

documentation and that the documentation

includes a signed physician order.  The audit

team should consist of the department head

key leadership staff, and staff who are

responsible for charge entry.  The audit team

should discuss any audit variances with

staff members who have expertise regarding

those variances and can help improve the

process.

Through this limited, random sampling,

employees gain an enhanced understanding

of their unique role in the daily operations

of compliance.  Measurable corrective

actions, such as focusing on monitoring,

auditing, and staff education to prevent

repeat errors, are essential to proving due

diligence in adherence to all Medicare

regulations.  If variances are found, the

corrective plan should indicate aggressive

action to prevent repeat errors, including

focused, follow-up audits to prove the plan

has worked.

Patient accounting.  All revenue activity

involves patient accounting.  Patient

accounting management should determine

the effectiveness of ongoing feedback to

revenue-generating departments and patient

registration staff regarding regulation

changes, payer rejections, chargemaster

issues, and claim denials.

Patient accounting should provide

ongoing leadership and education on the

corrective process when issues are identified

related to these four basic elements.

Department head involvement in

understanding Medicare bulletins, how to

implement regulatory changes, and how

regulatory changes affect the chargemaster,

coding, and other departments are essential

elements of due diligence by patient

accounting.

Additionally, what type of ongoing audits

should occur?  Patient accounting should

structure monthly audits in the areas of their

personal accountability:  Medicare

secondary payer; the 72 hour rule; and

suspended, rejected, and denied claims.

Audit teams should consist of the

supervisor for each area, key staff in each

specific area (e.g. billing, explanation of

benefits, and monitoring), and staff from

coding and patient access, as necessary.

The audit findings should be summarized

by area and presented to the department

head who is responsible for remedying the

problematic processes.  Reporting

significant findings to the organization’s
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compliance officer, CFO, and other

administrative staff, along with the

accompanying corrective plan, is the

obligation of the patient accounting

department manager.

In addition, patient accounting can use

tools to smooth the way for ensuing

compliance.  For example, maintaining

certain logs is key to ensuring the

supporting information can be accounted

for as needed.  Such logs include:

! A compliance log of all phone contact.

! A log modifier 59.  This significant

procedure is essential because the

modifier overrides rejected claim edits and

should be attached only when directed

by the care area, not by patient

accounting.

! A log of all denial codes, by payer.  Staff

training should address every claim

denial, clarifying payer requirements and

monitoring the effectiveness of the plan.

In  addition, all insurance follow-up staff

should keep a log or journal of each account

where payment was delayed beyond 30

days.  Each entry should be referenced by

payer and by reason.  This information can

provide guidance in identifying broken

processes.

A similar process should be implemented

for all payer denials.  Denials initially are

regarded as compliance concerns, but their

correction can result in improved cash-flow

management.

Compliance can become an integral part

of the daily work life of everyone involved

in patient financial services.  The goal is to

get every staff member to realize that

compliance is simply a commitment to doing

the right thing at the right time, with the

best information available.  Create your

successes, and celebrate them!  !
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Additional Resources

*Medicare Hospital Billing and Coding

Updates for Federal Fiscal Year 2002 http://

www.hfma.org/resource/focus_areas/

p a t i e n t _ f i n a n c i a l _ s v c s / a r t i c l e s /

5_16_2002.htm.

This HFMA document contains brief

summaries of important billing and coding

transmittals from the Center for Medicare

and Medicaid Services dated October 2001

through April 2002.

This document is free to HFMA members.

Nonmembers can purchase the document

for $15 by calling the HFMA Member

Service Center at (800) 252-HFMA,

option 2.

Reprinted, by permission, from Patient

Accounts , October 2002, pages 2-3.

Copyright 2002 by the HEALTHCARE

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION.

preparation,” and “the four phases of an

audit: planning, survey, data collection and

analysis, and reporting”—and then devotes

an entire chapter to the subject of audit

reporting. The “audit reporting” chapter

contains the greatest value for this book

because it  provides valuable standards

which clarify all aspects of the audit report.

These audit reporting standards provide

what is, in effect, a “Code of Ethical

Conduct” for an auditor in relation to the

task of results reporting.

The final chapter discusses “compliance

monitoring for fraud and abuse” and

provides a framework for establishing an

ongoing  program of monitoring an

organization for compliance-related

issues—permitting an organization to be

proactive in its auditing and monitoring

efforts.

In a series of appendices, the book

provides valuable step-by-step audit plans.

The entire contents of the book are

duplicated on an accompanying CD-ROM—

including links to other books and

periodicals. This CD-ROM version makes it

even easier to tailor checklists and survey

form to meet the specific auditing needs of

an organization.

Over the recent years, many organizations

have had entered into corporate integrity

agreements. Still others have rushed to

create and implement compliance programs

and departments to mitigate compliance

risks. However, it still generally remains the

task of an organization’s internal audit

department to independently audit and

investigate how effective these compliance

efforts are in the organization Compliance

programs and departments should not be

exempt from the valuable scrutiny offered

by the internal audit function.  This book

fills an often-unfilled critical gap and can

help add value to the audit function.  !

Guide to Compliance Auditing:

Applying OIG Techniques and Tools by

Hank Vanderbeek (pictured at right), MPA,

CIA, CFE, was published by Opus

Communications, Marblehead, M.A.,  in

2002.  It can be ordered online from Opus

Communications at the following web

address. http://www.hcmarketplace.com/

prod.cfm?id=843.
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